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ABSTRACT 

This thesis implemented a prototype of an expert 

system shell for support of engineering design activities in 

the way of logic programming. The development of the system 

is based on the theoretical framework for knowledge-based 

system design and the formal modeling concepts. Under the 

above methodologies, two knowledge representations, 

production rule system and system entity structure, are 

incorporated into the knowledge base for figuring design 

structures. Here the production system scheme is employed 

for synthesis of design models represented in the system 

entity structure. The whole system is coded in Turbo Prolog 

and a specific domain knowledge, namely a local area 

network, is currently used as a testbed environment. 

ix 



CHAPTER 1 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The design process is a transformation of a 

designer's expertise and perception of a problem into a 

concrete implementation. Under this concept, we may model a 

design process as a recurrent interaction of the activities 

of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. This process is 

driven by the design project objectives, constraints, and 

the available technologies, i.e. it can be interpreted in a 

state space representation as an initial state which is 

transformed by using expert knowledge into a series of 

solution states. Process synthesis is a step in process 

design where the designer selects appropriate component 

parts and identifies their interconnection to generate a 

desirable model. Hence, it is the creative and versatile 

step in the entire design procedure. 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

In order to generate a more efficient design, there 

has been increased demand for some good synthesis 

methodologies. So far, all steps of design except synthesis, 

have been computerized successfully[Mehta et. al., 1986]. 

For example, formal analysis and evaluation methods have 
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replaced the conventional trial-and-error approaches for 

design. With the maturity of artificial intelligence, the 

technologies of expert systems have been tailored to fit the 

synthesis process. There are at least two models to realize 

this methodology. One is to make use of commercial building 

tools to acquire designer's expertise such as Reaction Path 

Synthesis which uses the LOOPS system to get a resultant 

goalCMehta, 1986] The other is to build a self-contained 

shell such as the PREDIKT system[Oxman and Gero, 1987]. The 

former is a generic tool and possibly has more facilities to 

use, but it may not fit a specific job or be connected with 

any other systems. The latter is written in Quintus Prolog 

on the SUN Microsystems workstation. It is conceptualized 

as a design synthesizer and has been used in the preliminary 

stages for the design of a domestic kitchen. The system's 

user interface is elaborately designed and is very user 

friendly. However, both systems just take the production 

rule system for their knowledge representation. We would 

like to apply a new methodology which is based on formal 

modeling concepts to build our system[Rozenblit and Zeigler, 

1985]. The production rule system and system entity 

structure are the knowledge representations in our knowledge 

base and work together. This methodology is intended to help 

designers work effectively in a multifaceted design space by 

providing the necessary organization of design alternatives, 

design models, and evaluation (simulation) procedures. This 
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framework constitutes a basis for our specific effort to 

develop an expert system environment for design assistance. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

The objective of the research is to build a 

prototype of an expert system shell with the distributed 

processing system as a domain knowledge. Such a system 

currently comprises facilities for: 

a. specification of design objectives and constraints 

(They are presented as a rule set), 

b. construction of a family of design alternatives 

(represented as the system entity structure), 

c. automatic selection of admissible design 

configurations (pruned model and selection constraint 

rules), and 

d. automatic synthesis of the design model (construction 

of the inference engine). 

However, the long term objective is to extend the 

prototype system into a full scale expert system design 

environment. 

1.3 APPROACH 

The whole system is implemented in Prolog. Prolog 

is associated with the logic programming paradigm. It is 

proposed as a kernel language for both knowledge 

representation and inference machine[Fuchi, 1986] in the 

Fifth Generation Computer System Project. 



CHAPTER 2 

LOGIC PROGRAMMING AND THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In contrast to Lisp which is a function programming 

language, Prolog is a logic programming language. It is a 

particular realization of the logic programming notion. In 

its initial form, Prolog consisted of a linear resolution 

system only in which the clauses were restricted to be Horn 

clausesERobinson, 1983]. The Prolog language which we run 

currently is an interpretation made feasible by 

Kowalski[Robinson, 1983]. In his procedural interpretation 

of the linear Horn clause resolution system, Kowalski was 

the first to spark the rapid growth of interest in logic 

programming. 

Since 1982, with the announcement of Japan's Fifth 

Generation Computer System Project, Prolog has made great 

progress. It became a competitive language to Lisp. The 

debate between both has arisen, but it is not of importance 

to us, because our reasons to use Prolog for the 

implementation of this system were due to its two 

characteristics: function of pattern matching through 

unification and non-determinism, which are very suitable to 

implement a rule-based system. Especially, the 

characteristic of non-determinism proves very 
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valuabletFuchi, 19831 • 

2.1 The Advantages of Prolog 

Before discussing the advantages of Prolog, the so 

called "missing link" in various fields of computer science, 

as shown in Fig. 2.1 is presented here[Fuchi, 1983] • The 

"missing link" is considered as logic programming which 

connects knowledge information and high parallel computer 

architecture. Kowalski's comments are summarized as 

follows[Fuchi, 1986]: 

"In the field of computer architecture, researchers 

have invented single assignment language to overcome the 

bottleneck created by the unrestricted assignment statement 

of conventional programming languages. These single 

assignment languages can be regarded as a restricted form of 

functional programming which is a special case of relational 

programming, which is in turn a special case of logic 

programming." 

Indeed, most commercial expert systems which are 

programmed in production rule systems are implemented using 

the Lisp language. From a syntactic view point, the 

premise-conclusion rule is closely related to the Horn 

clause subset of logic. Later, Kowalski's opinions were 

substantiated when Mizoguchi wrote a Prolog-based expert 

system called APLICOT[Mizoguchi, 19833 - Mizoguchi compared 
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its overall performance with the same level systems such as 

EXPERT, EMYCIN and ADIPS. The results of his experiment 

indicated that APLICOT is more flexible and compact than 

expert systems which are based on other languages. 

Moreover, APLICOT uses less code than the other systems. 

In 1985, the first report that had exact 

measurement data about Memory Performance of Lisp and Prolog 

was announced from the Computer System Laboratory at 

Stanford UniversitytTick,1986]. The conclusion of the report 

indicates that: 

a. Lisp is better mapped onto current machines than 

Prolog under tenuous support of commercially 

available Lisp and Prolog environment systems. 

b. Prolog displayed greater potency (high semantic 

content). This means that the average Prolog 

programming line contains a larger number of memory 

references, while the total number of instructions is 

smaller than in Lisp. 

Lisp has long been used in AI research. As a 

consequence, there exists a considerable wealth of diverse 

AI programs coded in Lisp which represent a considerable 

value. Prolog has a much shorter history which must be 

considered a drawback. This fact led to the comparatively 

poor environments of Prolog programming. Actually Prolog 

has not shown any limitation in the area of programming 
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environment yet and may offer greater possibilities. We 

believe the currently available hardware and compiler 

technology to favor Lisp, but future technology may well 

favor Prolog[Tick, 1986]. 

2.2 Existing Systems in Logic Programming 

There are many working systems which are implemented 

in Prolog environments. Table 2.1 is based on a survey of 

related papers. 

2.3 Different Ways of Using Prolog As a Tool 

Since Prolog has become a popular tool in 

implementing expert systems and rule based knowledge 

processing systems, it is worthwhile to explore the best 

ways of using Prolog as a design support tool. Three 

implementation methods are investigated as follows. 

2.3-1 Direct Implementation 

Basically a Prolog program is a finite set of Horn 

clauses. Thus it is natural to use it as a tool to implement 

a production rule system. There are two types of production 

rules: forward-chaining and backward chaining. In general, 

a backward-chaining rule has the form 

conclusion :- premise 

For example, in the production rule expression we have 



Table 2.1 
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Working Systems 

Year System and Description source 

1983 APLICOT a reactor's fault Science University 
diagnostic systemCMizoguchi, 1983] of Tokyo 

1984 KIPS 

1984 WIREX a interactive routing 
system for VLSI layout design 

1984 LOOKS logic oriented organized 
knowledge system S.U.T. 

1984 MANDALA a programming system aimed 
for developing knowledge information 
processing system 

1984 KRIP knowledge representation 
system for laws relating to 
industrial property [Nitta, 1985] 

1985* RHINOS for diagnosis of headache 
and facial pain 

1985* KRISP knowledge representation 
and inference system in Prolog 

1985* ESP ADVISOR SHELL Expert System 
international 

1986* TWAICE true wisdom artificial Nixdorf 
intelligence and computerized computer 
expertise AG 

1986* Employment Law Expert System Expertech Ltd. 

1986* INTERIX natural language system Marcoussis 

1986* Xi Plus Microprolog 

1986 P-shell [Lee, 1986] AT&T Bell Lab. 

* News on Expert Systems, The International Jounal of 
Knowledge Engineering. 
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If an animal is a mammal and 

it is carnivorous and 

it has a tawny color and a black stripe, 

Then the animal is a tiger 

The above example is written in Prolog as: 

animal_is(tiger) :-it__is(mammal), it_is(carnivorous), 

i t_has( [tawny_color, black_stripes]). 

In the forward chaining rule we have the following general 

form: 

context :- premise, conclusions 

For example, an automatic manufacturing system (Figure 2.2) 

includes the following components (layers): computers, 

robots and workstations. Each of them has three types of 

configurations. The purpose is to synthesize a final system 

that consists of three layers using suitable types. The 

following three specific order forward-chaining rules have 

to be fired in order to construct a special purpose assembly 

line: 

R1: 

If the step is a selecting workstation service type and 

request of performance is high and 

the workload is not specific, 

Then the choice of workstation service type is parallel and 

terminates the step of selecting workstation service and 

starts the step of selecting the robot system. 

R2: 
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If the step is selecting a robot system and 

executive, as well as, functional robots are 

available, and the workstation service type is parallel 

Then the robots system is hierarchical and terminates this 

step and starts the step of selecting the computer system. 

R3: 

If the step is selecting the computer system and 

the robot system is hierarchical and 

functional processors, as well as, coordinator processors 

are available, 

Then the computer system is hierarchically distributed and 

prints "Synthesis is completed" and STOPS. 

These are written in Prolog as: 

synthetic_model_1(X) 

X = "selecting_workstation__step", 

high(performance),not(specific(workload)), 

/*conclusion*/ asserta(workstation(parallel)),!, 

synthetic jmodel_2("selecting j*obotjsystem"). 

syntheticjnodel_2(X) 

X = "selecting_robot_system", 

available( [executive__robot, function__robot]), 

workstation(parallel), 

/*conclusion*/ asserta(robot_system(hierarchical)),!, 

synthetic jnodel__3( "selecting__computer_sys"). 

syntheticjnodel__3(X) 

X = "selecting computer sys", 
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robot__system (hierarchical), available( [ 

functional^processor, coordinator_processor]), 

/•conclusion*/ asserta(computerjsystem(hierarchical_distri-

buted__system)),! , 

write("Synthesis is completed"),exit. 

Finally three components of the resultant model are in the 

working memory and can be retrieved at any time. This 

method is easy to learn and is a good starting point for a 

novice of Prolog. The drawback is that the programs may 

become very obscure and much harder to develop, debug and 

maintain, making it difficult to write a large program. 

2.3.2 Using Prolog As A Meta-interpreter to implement a system 

This is an alternative design which we use to 

develop our system. Its major characteristic is the 

separation of the knowledge base and control strategies. 

Here the knowledge base is written as a set of Prolog 

clauses encoded in a suitable way, while the inference 

engine serves as a Prolog meta-interpreter. Some components 

such as an explanation facility and inexact reasoning 

(reasoning with uncertainty) are easy to incorporate into 

the meta-interpreter. Moreover, it is easy to modify or 

extend the interpreter with desirable features without 

affecting the knowledge base at all. Further, the end user 

can choose his own knowledge base under the original 

inference engine. Most of the current expert system shells 
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are written with this strategy, including M.1(see M.1. 

reference/exercise manual). 

2.3.3 Extending Prolog 

It is necessary for some special purposes to expand 

Prolog's capabilities, such as dealing with parallel (AND-

parallelism and OR-parallelism) operations. Under such 

advanced strategies, Concurrent Prolog or PARLOG (PARallel 

proLOG) environments are needed. However the new Prolog 

environment still has the following basic properties along 

with any extensions: 

a. precise semantics 

b. Prolog as a subset. 

2.4 The System Architecture 

The conceptual framework of our system includes six 

components as shown in Fig. 2.3. 

1.) KA: knowledge acquisition. 

The system doesn't provide a KA tool to extract 

knowledge from experts. The knowledge has to be 

written in default syntax. However, it has a 

template to follow. 

2.) UI: user interface. 

The multiple and menu-driven window are currently 

being used. 

3.) EXP: explanation facilities. 

There are two kinds of explanations being used: 



what and why. 

4.) KB: knowledge base system. 

The declarative (system entity structure) 

and procedure knowledge are included in the 

knowledge base. 

5.) IE: inference engine, 

The backward-chaining and backtracking techniques 

are employed. 

6.) WM: working memory. 

It is used to store temporary data generated from 

the inferencing process. 
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CHAPTER 3 

KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM APPROACH TO DESIGN SYNTHESIS 

"Knowledge in design may be thought of as the tool 

whereby the designer conceptualizes the semantic content of 

a certain domain and by which he represents his ideas about 

that domain as the syntactical relations between symbols 

(domain knowledge) and actions by which these symbols and 

relationships are manipulated"[Oxman and Gero, 1987], as 

shown in Figure 3.1. 

Recently expert systems have been developed 

successfully containing the above features and replacing the 

traditional tr ial-and-error methods in design synthesis. 

This group includes the famous XCON (known as R1) and LSS 

(Logic Synthesis System) [ Rauch-Hindin, 1985; Darringer, 

1984], The former is designed for configuring VAX computer 

orders, checking orders for accuracy and planning site 

layouts. The latter is for the mapping of combinational 

logic in random form into a gate array implementation. LSS 

was used for the design of a number of circuits in the 

IBM3090 computer. 

The design synthesis is referred to as design 

generation. From a problem-solving processes view point, the 

term "design" can be interpreted as a search through a space 

17  
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of solution states. New design states will evolve through a 

process of analysis, synthesis, evaluation and regeneration. 

The "generation" can be achieved through a constraint-driven 

process and simulation. In the constraint -driven process, 

various kinds of constraints are employed for 

orientation[Rozenblit and Huang, 1987]. Subsequently, the 

approaches of simulation may use different methodologies for 

different problem domains. For example, there are 

continuous system and discrete event simulationstCellier, 

1983; Zeigler, 19843. Further, the two above approaches 

have been combined successfully[Cellier, 1986]. 

3.1 Model Generation 

The framework presented here is to generate model 

structures with respect to a set of constraints and 

modelling requirements. The concepts of model development 

are derived from the multifacetted modelling methodology 

[Zeigler, 1984]. The multifacetted methodology denotes a 

modelling approach which recognizes the existence of 

multiplicities of objectives and models in any simulation 

project. It provides formal representation schemes that 

support the modeler in organizing the model construction 

process, aggregating partial models, and in specifying 

simulation experiments [Zeigler,1984]. 

The key concept underlying structuring of models, 
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their organization, and specification of simulation 

experiments (experimental frames) is the system entity 

structure[Zeigler, 1984]. The system entity structure is 

based on a tree-like graph that encompasses the boundaries, 

decompositions and taxonomic relationships that have been 

perceived for the system being modelled. An entity signifies 

a conceptual part of the system which has been identified as 

a component in one or more decompositions. Each such 

decomposition is called an aspect. Thus, entities and 

aspects are thought of as components and decompositions, 

respectively. In addition to decompositions, there are 

relations termed as specializations. A specialization 

relation facilitates representation of variants which 

inherit properties of an entity to which they are related by 

the specialization. 

Entities have attributes represented by the attached 

variable types. When a variable type V is attached to an 

entity E, this signifies that a variable I.E may be used to 

describe a property of the entity E. 

Aspects can have coupling constraints attached 

to them. Coupling constraints restrict the way in which 

components (represented by entities) identified in 

decompositions (represented by aspects) can be joined 

together. 

In addition to coupling constraints, there are 
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selection constraints in the system entity structure. 

Selection constraints are associated with specializations 

of an entity. They restrict the way in which its subentities 

may replace it in the process of model construction 

[Rozenblit et. al., 1986]. 

Another fundamental concept underlying the 

multifacetted framework is the experimental frame [Zeigler, 

1984]. Briefly, an experimental frame defines a set of 

input, control, output, and summary variables, and input 

and control trajectories. These objects specify conditions 

under which a model can be observed and experimented with. 

The experimental frame concept has been generalized 

by Rozenblit and Zeigler[1985, 1986, 1987] who introduced 

the generic experimental frame definition. A generic 

experimental frame consists of input, output, and 

summary generic variable types. The variable types 

express performance indices associated with a given 

modelling objective. The modeler should proceed as follows 

in order to define a generic frame: first, he should 

identify modelling objectives. With each objective he 

should specify performance indices that will provide 

measures of the objective realization by the simulation 

model. In the next phase, a set of generic variable 

types that will allow the modeler to obtain the performance 
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indices should be defined. These variables specify a 

generic frame. The reader is referred to [Rozenblit and 

Zeigler, 1985, 1987; Rozenblit et.al., 1986] for examples 

of generic frame definitions. 

Given the system entity structure, the modeler has 

a choice of a number of model alternatives. This is due 

to the multiplicity of aspects and specializations. 

Thus, we require that the modeler have procedures for 

generating model structures pertaining to the modelling 

objectives. Such structures should be selected from the 

system entity structure. 

In our previous research we have developed 

algorithms that prune the system entity structure with 

respect to a generic experimental frame [Rozenblit, 

1986]. Generic frames represent behavioral (performance) 

aspects of the modelling objectives. Therefore, it is 

natural to seek substructures of the system entity 

structure that possess attributes expressed in a 

generic experimental frame. If such substructures are 

found, then we can say that models constructed from them 

realize the modelling objective expressed by the generic 

frame. 

The search process for the substructures that 

realize a generic frame proceeds as follows: every entity 

in each aspect of the system entity structure is searched 
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for occurrences of variable types present in the generic 

frame. The entities whose attached variable types match 

those in the generic frame are used to build the model 

composition tree [Zeigler, 1984], The model composition 

tree is a basis for hierarchical model development. 

Whenever there is a specialization, a choice of a unique 

entity must be made. In this thesis we focus on the 

process that employs the production rule formalism 

to support automatic selection of entities from taxonomic 

relationships and synthesis of structures underlying the 

simulation models. We term this process constraint-driven 

system entity structure pruning!!Rozenblit and Huang, 19873 . 

The process consists of specifying the system 

entity structure for a given modelling problem. Then, 

a knowledge base that contains rules for selection and 

configuration of the entities is constructed. The 

rules are derived from both the requirements of the 

project and its constraints. Also, the knowledge 

acquisition process soliciting relevant information from 

experts in a given problem domain is employed to define the 

rules. 

The modeler invokes the inference engine 

which, through a series of queries based on the 

constraint rules, allows him/her to consult on an 
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appropriate structure for the modelling problem at hand. 

3.2 Features of Synthesis Systems 

From the current working expert systems and our 

design methodology, we list some of the important 

characteristics that a desired synthesis system has: 

1. It has a good user interface, especially graphical 

model representation. 

2. It has a default inference when the given data are 

insufficient. 

3. It can explain the resultant configuration. 

4. It has the modelling knowledge of the design semantic. 

5. More compatible components are available. 

6. It has the ability of constraint propagation. 

7. It is easily updated. 

Under a limited programming environment, we still took these 

characteristics into consideration in building our system to 

the fullest possible extent. 

3.3 Entity Structure-Based Synthesis System 

The concept of entity structure-based synthesis 

[Rozenblit, 1985] has afforded the basic framework in 

designing the synthesis system. The following summarizes the 

rule development methodology used for entity structure-based 

synthesis: 
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1. Restrict the design domain by pruning the design entity 

structure with respect to generic observation frames. 

2. Examine the pruned substructures and their constraints. 

Convert those constraints into rules, if possible; 

otherwise write meta-level rules to test them for 

satisfaction. 

3. Write additional rules to coordinate the actions of the 

above rules. 

3.3.1 Modifying Design 

An alternative design will be adopted which is 

limited by the available tool, Turbo Prolog. Corresponding 

to the above methodology, the following design approaches 

have been carried out: 

1. focus on structure pruning rather than behavior pruning 

which uses the generic observation frame technique. 

2. The system employs backward chaining instead of the 

proposed strategy (forward-chaining) due to the 

characteristics of the programming environment and local 

pruning. Local pruning means that the user can focus on any 

interesting substructure to do pruning. Further, all 

constraints are considered to be convertible. 

3. The synthesis rules are written to coordinate the actions 

of selection rules. Besides this, the certainty factor is 

employed to indicate the applicability. Detailed 

descriptions will be presented in the following chapters. 



CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN OF KNOWLEDGE BASE 

The problem of knowledge base design refers to the 

process of knowledge acquisition. In the past, knowledge 

acquisition has been regarded as a barrier to develop a 

large-scale expert system. One of the reasons is that human 

knowledge about the world comes in many disparate forms. 

Another reason is that knowledge editing, maintenance and 

validity checking will become difficult when the knowledge 

base grows in size and complexity. Currently, there are 

some tools developed to cope with the latter problem, but 

the former problem still exists[Nguyen, 19871. In this 

chapter, a new methodology which brings the conceptual model 

of system entity structure into the declarative knowledge 

base will be explored. Moreover, a rule base will be built 

according to the entity structure. The result will lead to 

a hierarchical rule set structure and avoid working with 

knowledge base verification. 

4.1 Knowledge Representations 

There are several kinds of knowledge representations 

that have been developed, as shown in Table 4.1. In 

designing an expert system, we need different representation 

schemes for different problem domains. However when the 

27  
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Table 4.1. Knowledge Representation Schemes 

Year 

1950's 

1968 

1968 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1975 

1977 

1977 

1980 

Scheme Name Frontier/developer 

Logic 

Procedural Representation 

Semantic Networks 

D i r e c t ( A n a l o g i c a l )  
Representations 

Production Systems 

Conceptual dependency 

Frames 

Semantic Primitives 

Scripts 

System Entity Structure 

Boole, Fiege, 
Russell 
[Rich, 1983] 

W  .  A  .  W o o d s  
[Wood, 1968] 

M.R. Quillian 
[Minsky, 1968] 

A . S 1 o m a n 
[Sloman, 1971] 

A. Newell, R.F. 
Simon 

R . C .  S c h a n k  
[Schank, 1973] 

M  .  M i n s k y  
[Minsky, 1975] 

Y . A . W i 1 k s 
[Wilks, 1977] 

R.C. Schank, R.P. 
Abelson [Schank, 
1977] 

B . P .  Z e i g l e r  
[Zeigler, 1984] 
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problem domain becomes very complicated, a variety of 

different types of knowledge may be required to perform the 

functions of an expert system, i.e., we may need more than 

one representation scheme. In developing our system, we are 

employing two schemes -system entity structure and 

production rule- which work well together. 

4.2 System Entity Structure 

A system entity structure is a labelled tree with 

attached variable types which satisfies the following 

axioms[Zeigler, 1984]: 

* alternating entity/aspect and entity/specialization 

* strict hierarchy 

* inheritance 

* multiple entity 

and allows operations of the following!!Rozenblit, 1985]: 

* naming scheme 

* generation of distribution/aggregation relations 

* transformations to taxonomy free form 

* pruning 

* attachment of constraints to aspect. 

The entity structure serves both design hierarchies 

a n d  t h e  g e n e r a t i o n  o f  d e s i g n  m o d e l  s t r u c t u r e  

representations. It plays the role of declarative knowledge 

in the knowledge base. It can be generated by an ESP-4 tool 
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on a VAX minicomputer. 

4.3 Production Rule System 

Production rule schemes have been widely used in 

expert system designs. The main factors which have led to 

their popularity are as follows[0'Hare, 1985, Barr, 1981]: 

1. The conversion of world knowledge into a rigid 

formalism. As a result, it is easier to check uniformity. 

2. The graceful expansion and contraction of the 

knowledge reservoir. 

3. Each production rule represents a small independent 

piece of knowledge (chunk of knowledge), referred to as 

modularity. 

4. The rigid syntax affords convenience in checking 

consistency. 

5. They offer an easy way to furnish explanation 

facilities. 

4.4 The Components of The Knowledge Base 

In order to let users build their own knowledge base 

easily, we divided our process into four stages. 

4.4.1 Conceptual Network 

This is a declarative representation of domain 

objects implemented in the system entity structure. The 

users can build a uniform and consistent structure through 



the VAX ESP-4 software tool. 

M.4.2 Rules 

There are many rule sets which are generated from a 

conceptual network. Basically they can be divided into two 

groups: 

1. Selection rule sets. Within one set, the rules have 

generally the same objects in conclusion statements. 

Sometimes, the same objects occur in the premises 

among different rule sets. This means the rule sets 

have the same attached variables in different 

entities. This case is referred to as a "coupling 

relation" among rule sets. 

2. Synthesis rule sets. Each selection rule set 

stands for a choice of specializations under the same 

entity. Following the interactions between user and 

system, the inference engine finishes searching 

among selection rule sets. It then goes through the 

synthesis rule set to see if there is an appropriate 

synthesis for those selected component parts. 

Synthesis rules, like the selection rules are 

associated with a certainty factor which indicates 

the degree of belief in their applicability. Under 

this reasoning, the pruning process is no longer 

plausible, but inexact. 



4.4.3 Models 

For each synthesis rule, there will be generated an 

appropriate model according to the fired rules' 

recommendations. The model is also depicted by an 

entity structure. This is a so-called pruned model. 

In fact, each model is a collection of some selection 

rules. 

4.4.4 Strategies 

Since the strategy of backward chaining is employed, 

no conflict resolution occurs. In guiding a 

searching knowledge base, the technique used is 

d e p t h - f i r s t  s e a r c h .  T h i s  i s  t h e  s i m p l e s t  b u t  

unfortunately the most inefficient strategy. 

4.5 Hierarchical Rule Set Structure 

For a given objective, when a system entity 

structure is determined, the following algorithm is used to 

build our constraint rule base, as shown in Figure 4.1. 

Algorithm 

Phase__1: rule for selection(Figure 4.2). 

a. Take attached variables of an entity as objects or 

objects with attributes and put them in the statements of 

the premise of the rules in a set and indicate their legal 

value domains according to expertise (see the example in 

Fig.4.4). 

b. Take the specializations of this entity as the objects in 
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Expertise 

variables objects 
in the entity in the premise 

entity which has 
specializations 

selection 
rule set 

K 

synthesis 
rule set 

aspect which 
has entities 

Tv 

VAX ESP-4 
TOOL 

Knowledge 
Base 

SHELL 

Pruned 

Recommendations 
to 

Model 

Synthetic Model 
in 

Entity Structure 

Knowledge 

Acquisition 

Rule 

Sets 

System Entity 

Knowledge 

Acquisition 

Structure 

Figure 4.1 Rule Base Construction and System Organization 
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E: entity 
S: specialization 
V: attached variable 
LV: legal value 

E -VI 
-72 
-V3 

n 
S3 S1 S2 

Assuming the ranges of variables(legal values in rules): 

VI: [LV 11, LV_12] 
V2: [LV 21, LV_22] 
V3: [LV 31, LV 32] 

Examples of selection rules: 

rule_1: 

If V1 = LV_11 and V2 = LV_22 jEntity E is specialized on 
or V3 s LV_32 S1 under the constraints of 

Then E = S1 Premise in rule_1. 

rule_2: 

If V1 = LV 12 and V2 = LV_21 {Entity E is specialized on 
and V3 7 LV 31 S2. 

Then E = S2 

rule_3: 

If V1 = LV 12 and V2 = LV_22 ,-Entity E is specialized on 
Then E = S3 S3. 

Figure 4.2 Generating Selection Rules 
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the statements of conclusions of rules and assign the 

uncertainties to each rule, if needed. 

c. Under the same aspect, for other entities follow steps a. 

and b. build other rule sets until every entity is 

processed. 

d. For other aspects, perform the above steps until every 

aspect is completed. 

Phase_2: rules for synthesis(Figure 4.3)• 

a. Construct the premise of a rule. For one aspect, if it 

has a specialized entity(or entities), then pick up 

compatible statements from the conclusions of different 

selection rule sets as the premise of a new rule. 

b. Construct the conclusion of a rule. Assign a mnemonic 

symbol to this aspect as one of the statements. This means 

that the aspect has one instantiated value with respect to 

several selection rules. For other non-specia 1ized 

entities, they also can form the statements optionally, if 

their attributes( variables) have instantiated values with 

respect to those selection rules. 

c. Add a certainty factor to each of the statements, if 

needed. 

d. For the same aspect, repeat a.), b.) and c.) until no 

other combinations are available. So far, a synthesis rule 

set has been generated. 

e. For other aspects, repeat all the above steps. 
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E; Entity 
A: Aspect 
S:Specialization 

A1 

r 
E1 

N—IT 
S11 S12 

~n 
S13 

E2 

fr 
S21 

11 
S22 

E3 (No speci
alization) 

An Example of synthesis rule: 

If E1 = S11 and ;S11 and S21 are configurable 
E2 = S21 under the coupling constraints 

Then A1 = [S11, S21] ;the assigned value is arbitrary 
it stands for A1 has instantiated 
or called "generated aspect" 

Figure 4.3 Generating A Synthesis Rule 
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LAN + — > topology + »«> 
-flexibility 
-reliabllit 
-throughput 

t>bus 

>ring 

I 
I 
+ « 9 I 

I 
I 
+s8sss)star 

—>functional partltlon+. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
+ . 
I 
I 
I 
+ . 

if flexibility « high or 

reliability « high 

then topology » bus(0.9) 

>10 device 

. processing units 
-number 

. >transmission medium+++> 
-data_rate 
-security 
-cost 

if transmission medium = twisted pair 
then function partition = FP_3 (1.0) 

I/O device = no recommendation (0.0) 
processing units = 10 in number (0.9) 

+—>medium access control. .>access protocol +++> 
-access reliability 
-data_rate 
-packet_delay_time 

if access protocol = CSMA/CD 
then medium access control = MAC 1 (1.0) 

Main Synthesis; 

if topoloav = bus and 
medium access protocol • MAC_J and 
functional partition - FP_3 

then LAN ** bus of LAN (0.9) 

Figure *1.4 Examples of Selection and Synthesis Rules 
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Based on the above algorithm, rules are divided into two 

groups: a selection and a synthesis group. Each group 

consists of many rule sets. This can be imagined as 

selection rule sets being attached to the entities and the 

synthesis rule sets being attached to the aspects of the 

domain entity structure. Each rule set can be regarded as a 

module so that the whole constraint rule base is constructed 

in hierarchical modules. We believe a hierarchical rule 

structure is necessary for a large-scale rule-based system. 

4.5.1 Considerations in Rule Syntax 

Essentially, the rule base is organized hierarchically 

with each node being represented by a set of related rules 

called a module. However, in order to reduce the number of 

"links" among modules, we consider multiple actions (or 

conclusions) in our rule syntax. Similarly, in order to 

reduce the number of modules, we permit "or" to connect the 

premises. The certainty factor is also incorporated to 

provide the recommendations on this pruning process. This 

produces the following template of a rule syntax: 

If object_attribute__1 = legal_value__1 and/or 

object__attribute_2 = legal_value__2 and/or 

• 

ob ject^attribute ji = legal__value_n 

Then conclusion^ = value__1 (Cf1) and 

conclusion^ = value_2 (Cf2) and 
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• 

, where the values of Cf1, Cf2, ..etc are real numbers 

between 0 to 1(0: no recommendation; 1: strong 

recommendation). So far, this prototype system can only 

operate through symbolic manipulations so that the relations 

between objects and legal values are limited to "equal to". 

However, the system can be expanded to incorporate numerical 

manipulations and additional relations beside from "equal 

to". 

4.6 Consistency and Completeness 

With the growth of the complexity of a knowledge-

based system, it will be possible to test all paths that are 

inside a knowledge base beforehand. This will result in the 

demand of knowledge verification. There are some software 

tools applied to this field, such as TEIRESIAS which was the 

first used in an attempt to debug a knowledge base[Davis, 

1976]. What kinds of "bugs" may occur in a knowledge base? 

According to CHECK, the latest tool to verify the knowledge 

base built for the Lockheed expert system (LES) shell, 

verifying work may include checking for inconsistencies and 

incompleteness[Nguyen, 19873. The above debugging tools are 

able to locate potential problems in a knowledge base. With 

the lack of such tools, careful attention in building a 

knowledge base is necessary to avoid such "bugs". 
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Subsequently, we will present the advantages of hierarchical 

rule sets which contribute to consistency and completeness. 

4.6.1 Consistency 

There are five potential problems leading to the 

inconsistency of a knowledge base[Nguyen, 1987]: 

1. Redundant Rules. This refers to two rules which have 

the same premises and conclusions. In our method, related 

rules have been grouped into the same set (module), so that 

the possibility of error will be reduced to a minimum. 

2. Conflicting Rules. Two rules have the same 

premises but with conflicting conclusions. Basically we take 

the first specialization as a conclusion and build premises 

according to the constraints which associate with the 

attached variables. They will not be in conflict. However, 

if the second specialization has the same constraints as the 

first, they will conflict. 

3. Subsumed Rules. They refer to rule premises which 

are subsets of other rule premises. Both rules have the 

same conclusions. For this problem, we employ the same 

reasoning as in case 2. 

4. Circular Rules. Considering the following rules: 

P(x) -> Q(x), Q(x) -> R(x), R(x) -> P(x), 

they become a continuous loop. In building a rule base 

process, the selection module (rule set) and synthesis 

module alternate. Moveover all modules are organized 
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hierarchically so that no circular rules can occur. 

4.6.2 Completeness 

1. Unreferenced Attribute Values. This means that the 

legal values are not all used in rules. In this system, one 

needs not care about legal values since they are retrieved 

automatically for one specific object and built in a 

temporary set in the working memory. When the users interact 

with the system, the set will be presented inside a menu. A 

detailed description is given in the section on User 

Interface. 

2. Unreachable Conclusions. The conclusion of a rule should 

either match a goal or match an IF premise of another rule. 

If either case fails, the inference process will break down. 

From the point of view of this system, a failed process 

refers to the breakage of the "links" connecting the 

modules. If the user can carefully build a rule base 

according to the system entity structure, each module should 

be firmly connected. 

There are still some other potential problems (see 

Nguyen, 1987). However, our system presents a start toward 

an alternative design. 



CHAPTER 5 

INFERENCE ENGINE DESIGN 

Besides the Prolog default inference, a more general 

inference mechanism is built to let users write their 

knowledge base without knowing any of Prolog's features. 

Basically the system inference mechanism inherits most of 

Prolog's characteristics. Both use the strategy of 

"generate and test", i.e., each inference engine takes the 

initial data that are user specified and the hypotheses 

generated by the knowledge base to prune the search space 

tree. In other words, the data is taken, asking the 

Knowledge base to match it; if the data matches, the 

inference engine climbs up the tree, guessing the next 

hypothesis and trying to prove it, as shown in Fig. 5.1. If 

the hypothesis is proven, it is asserted in the temporary 

working memory. 

5.1 Prolog Default Inference System 

Prolog is a top down Korn Clause inference system. 

Each clause takes the following characteristic form: 

Pa Pel, Pc2, Pc3,...Pcn. or 

goal subgoall, subgoal2, subgoaln. 
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GOAL 

SG: subgoa.i 
A: answer 

Main 
Synthesis 

Module j 

SYN: synthesis module 
SEL: selection module 

SG SG 

SEL SEL 

SG SG SG 

SYN SYN SYN 

SG SG SG SG SG 

SEL SEL SEL SEL SEL 

Figure 5.1 Backtracking Module Search 
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The above means that the predicate Pa (a:action) or goal is 

true, if the predicates of Pel, Pc2,...Pcn (c: conclusion) 

or subgoall, subgoal2, ...subgoaln are all true. From the 

viewpoint of procedural interpretation, each clause is a 

procedure name and its body (the right of :-) is a set of 

procedure calls. A procedure may contain several variables 

and those variables are usually "free" or "unbound". This 

is one of the important features of Prolog. Prolog performs 

a depth-first search in its problem space and automatically 

makes use of a backtracking technique unless the user puts 

the built-in "!" (cut) to terminate it. In all, Prolog 

provides some characteristics of expert systems such as 

pattern matching, depth-first, backward-chaining and non-

determinism. Besides those, Prolog uses pattern reduction or 

resolution as an inference algorithm. For example, it 

replaces the following two clauses: 

Q P1, P2, ...Pn. 

S :- Q, R1, R2, .. . Rn. 

with the new clause: 

S :- P1, P2, ...Pn, R1, R2, ...Rn. 

5.2 The System Inference Mechanism 

Instead of using Prolog directly to implement an 

expert system, Prolog can also be used to built a meta-

interpreter[ROSSI, 1986]. Here the knowledge base is written 
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as a set of Prolog clauses encoded in a suitable way. The 

inference engine is a Prolog meta-interpreter. A major 

characteristic of this raeta-interpreter is the separation of 

the inference engine and the knowledge base. The framework 

Of the reasoning process can be divided into several phases, 

as shown in Fig. 5.2. as follows: 

1. Given a goal (objective); 

2. Find the rule to satisfy this goal; 

3. Search the data to satisfy the rule; 

4. Are the data in working memory? 

yes: go to AND/OR Logic Process, then go to 3). for 

the next object; 

no: go to the next phase; 

5. Are the data in the conclusion of another rule? 

yes: go to 3). for this rule; 

no: go to the next phase; 

6. Inquire of the user for data; 

7. Is the rule fired? 

yes: assert the conclusion and go to the next phase; 

no: go to AND/OR Logic Process; 

8. Is the top goal satisfied? 

yes: go to the next phase; 

no: go to AND/OR Logic Process; 

9. Find the fired rules; 

10. Compute the final certainty factor and find the 

appropriate model according to these rules. 
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x/  

another rule next object 
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Figure  5 .2  Framework  o f  Reasoning Process  (Par t  1 )  
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5.3 Strategies of Pruning Algorithm 

The above inference strategies cope with the 

constraint rule base. Besides this control knowledge, a 

meta-level knowledge is needed to orient the pruning 

algorithm in an entity structure-based synthesis system. The 

strategies used are called "aspect-ordering" and 

"specialization-oriented" pruning processes. Both processes 

are used alternately. 

5.3.1 Aspect-ordering 

A projected objective may have more than one aspect. 

The resultant pruned model will consist of some or all 

aspects. Take the substructure with respect to a specific 

aspect and find all feasible configurations of its 

specialized entities or entities under coupling constraints. 

Thus, there are some configurations under one aspect, and 

each configuration is called "instantiated aspect" or 

"generative aspect". To get a different instantiated 

aspect, go to another aspect until all desired aspects are 

processed. 

5.3.2 Specialization-oriented 

Based on selection constraints, the appropriate 

specialization under an entity will be picked up as a 

specialized entity. We then go to another entity which has 

specializations under the same aspect. 



CHAPTER 6 

USER INTERFACE AND EXPLANATION FACILITIES 

Compared with other computing projects, an expert system 

should be easy to use[Hayes-Roth, et. al., 1983]• Generally, 

the people who develop an expert system often overlook the 

difference between the inside and the outside of the 

laboratory. In the laboratory, an expert system is used by 

those who designed it or are familiar with it; they are used 

to its idiosyncracies. However, people will only use it, if 

it is useful and easy to work with[Dianne, 1987]. The 

feature of easy-to-be-used refers to the user interface and 

explanation facility. A recent survey[Goodall, 1985] 

indicates the trend in this respect. It shows that in a 

typical system 8% of the code is inference, 22% is knowledge 

base and 44% is user input and output. Why do the user 

interface and explanation facilities occupy so large a part 

of a typical expert system? or, Why are they so important? 

According to WatermanC1986], the following reasons apply: 

1. They give the users more faith in the results and 

more confidence in the system; 

2. They offer "transparency" to the users; 

3. They make it easy to predict and test the effect of a 

change in system operations. 

49 
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6.1 User Interface Design 

Multiple windows are used as the user interface. 

There are two major windows: one is for the system entity 

structure and the other is for consultation. The former is 

presented in the style generated from the ESP-4 software 

tool. Instead of a static output file from ESP-4, a dynamic 

entity structure is used. The user can view it from top to 

bottom on the screen, as well as focus on any node to see 

attached variables, or take it as an objective of a model 

generation. The latter is a menu-driven window. The legal 

values are retrieved automatically from the constraint rule 

base. Besides the legal values, also other terms, such as 

UNKNOWN, WHY, WHAT etc. can appears inside the menu. The 

benefit of automatic retrieval of legal values is that they 

offer a faster consultation and a better understanding of 

available answers. Meanwhile, this retrieving reduces the 

mistakes made in answering the questions. The drawback of 

this method is that the system must browse through the 

knowledge base to get legal values, and response 

alternatives are restricted. The former is not suitable to 

a large knowledge base system because of the loss of time 

involved in browsing. The latter prohibits numerical input. 

6.2 Explanation Facilities 

So far, the system provides two kinds of explanation 
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facilities: WHAT and WHY; another kind "HOW" will be 

incorporated shortly. The WHAT facility will show the user 

the facts that have been determined. The WHY will indicate a 

trace of the rules being used, i.e., the rules being 

triggered. The explanation facilities in this system are 

still poor compared with the idealCDianne, 1987]. Ideal 

explanation facilities should include: 

1. Help knowledge engineers to test and debug a system 

during development; 

2. Assure a sophisticated user of the reasoning 

processes involved; 

3. Instruct a novice about the knowledge in the system. 



CHAPTER 7 

EXAMPLE: GENERATING A LAN MODEL STRUCTURE 

Previous work [Rozenblit et.al., 1986, Sevinc, 

1986] used local area networks to verify our theoretical 

results concerning knowledge-based modelling and simulation. 

Here, we present a simple example illustrating the ideas 

presented in the foregoing sections. 

The entity structure shown in Figure 7.1 

presents a family of possible structures for a model of a 

local area network. The number of choices are given by 

the specialization relations. For example, one might 

select a model with a bus topology, optical fiber, or 

coaxial cable transmission medium. 

In this example, the entity LAN has two 

aspects: functional partition and medium access control, 

and one topology specialization. Furthermore, entities 

identified in those aspects are classified into more 

specialized objects, e.g., the transmission medium in the 

functional partition specializes into a coaxial cable, 

optical fiber, and twisted pair. Each object of the LAN 

conceptual network has attached variables(attributes). 

They are preceded by the symbol as shown in Figure 

7.2. 
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The structuring of the system is the first step in 

our framework. The next step is the construction of the 

knowledge base. We have defined the selection and 

synthesis rules on the basis of consultations with LAN 

expert designers and literature studies [Martin, 1981; 

Martinez, 1986; Stallings, 1984 & 1985]. We have assumed 

legal values for attributes to be high, medium, and low. 

Certainty factors have been assigned based on the acquired 

expertise. The following are the modules of rules for the 

LAN entity structure of Figure 7.1. 

7.1 Rule Modules 

Select Module 1(SEL1): 

Rule 1: 
if access reliability = high and data rate = low or 

packet delay time = high 
then access protocol = CSMA/CD (1.0). 

rule_2: 
if access reliability = medium and data rate = high or 
packet delay time = medium or 
packet delay time = low 
then access protocol = tokenJ^us (0.9) and 

access protocol = token~ring (0.8) 

Select Module 2(SEL2); 

Rule_3: 
if data rate = low and security = low or cost = low 
then transmission medium = twisted jpair(1.0) 

RuleJI: 
if data rate = medium or data rate = high and 

security = medium and cost = medium 
then transmission medium = coaxial cable (1.0) 
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Rule_5: 
if security = high or cost = high 
then transmission medium = optical fiber (1.0) 

Selection Module 3(SEL3): 

Since there is only one specialized entity (individual OS), 
no rules are in this module. 

Synthesis Module 1(SYN1): 

Rule_6: 
if access protocol = CSMA/CD 
then medium access control = MAC__1 (1.0) 
/* MAC__1 stands for the first instantiated aspect */ 

Rule_7: 
if access protocol = token ring 
then medium access control = MAC_2 (1.0) 

Rule__8: 
if access protocol = token bus 
then medium access control = MAC_3 (1.0) 

Synthesis Module 2(SYN2): 

Rule_9J 
if transmission medium = coaxial cable 
then function partition = FP_1 (1.0) 

I/O device = no recommendation (0.0) 
processing units = varied 10 to 1000 in number (0.9) 
operating system = individual OS (1.0) 

Rule__1 0: 
if transmission medium = optical fiber 
then function partition = FP__2 (1.0) 

I/O device = no recommendation (0.0) 
processing units = 10 in number (0.8) 
operating system = individual OS (1.0) 

Rule_11: 
if transmission medium = twisted pair 
then function partition = FP_3 (1.0) 

1/0 device = no recommendation (0.0) 
processing units = 10 in number (0.9) 
operating system = individual OS (1.0) 

Selection Module 4(SELM) 
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RuleJ 2: 
if flexibility = high or reliability = high 
then topology = bus (0.9) 

RuleJ 3: 
if throughput = high and reliability = medium or 

flexibility = medium 
then topology = ring (0.9) 

RuleJ 4: 
if throughput = medium and reliability = low or 

flexibility = low 
then topology = star(0.9) 

Main Synthesis Module 

rule 15 
if topology = bus and 

medium access protocol = MAC_1 and 
functional partition = FP__3 

then LAN = bus of LAN (0.9) "" 

rule 16 
if topology = bus and 

medium access protocol = MAC__3 and 
functional partition = FP 1 

then LAN = bus of LAN (0.9) 

rule 17 
if topology = ring 

medium access protocol = MAC_2 and 
functional partition = FP__1 "~ 

then LAN = ring of LAN (0.9)"" 

rule 18 
if topology = ring and 

medium access protocol = MAC__2 and 
functional partition = FP__2 "~ 

then LAN = ring of LAN (0.9)"" 

rule 19 
if topology = star and 

functional partition = FP__3 
then LAN = star of LAN (0.9)"" 
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The above rules express both selection and 

synthesis (configuration) constraints for constructing 

the simple LAN model. After the rules are constructed, 

the next step is to write meta-facts. The purpose of meta-

facts is to orient the consulting process when the system 

requires input from the user. In other words, meta-facts 

make the system "transparent" to the user. For example, the 

following are some of the meta-facts utilized: 

What is the extent of flexibility? 

(the system makes inquiries about the constraints on the 

degree of flexibility) 

What is the data rate demand? 

(the system needs the value of the data rate). 

Having set up the knowledge base, we seek 

recommendations for generating model structures. This is 

accomplished through consultation sessions with the 

system. An example session produced the following 

recommendations with respect to the modelling 

requirements expressed through the system's queries. 

7.2 LAN Consultation 

When the term "Model Generation" is selected from 

the window of the main menu, the system draws the LAN 

entity structure on the screen. The user can move the 

cursor to focus on any node as an objective. The model will 
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be generated according to this objective. In the sequel, we 

show an example for the consulting process: 

Consultation: 

What is the extent of flexibility? 
HIGH 

What is the demand on access reliability? 
MEDIUM 

What is the data rate demand? 
MEDIUM 

What is the allowable packet delay time? 
LOW 

What is the desired transmission security? 
MEDIUM 

What is the budget? 
MEDIUM 

Conclusion: 

Fired Rules <2><4><8><9><12><16> 
topology is bus (0.81) 
access protocol is token bus (0.9) 
transmission medium is coaxial cable (0.9) 
I/O device is no recommendation (0.0) 
processing unit is varied 10 to 1000 in number(0.9) 
operating system is individual OS (1.0) 

The ESP-4 style of original and pruned entity 

structure recommended by the above consultation session are 

given in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 respectively. By pruning 

the system entity structure with respect to the constraint 

knowledge base we ensure satisfaction of the requirements, 

and at the same time, we automatically restrict the space of 

alternative model structures that may be used for model 

construction. 
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7.3 Inference of LAN Model Generation 

In this section, the LAN model is used as an 

example to demonstrate how this expert system shell works. 

As mentioned previously, the shell is built on the top of 

Turbo Prolog so that it inherits some of Prolog's 

characteristics. 

7.3.1 Expression of Model in Prolog 

Prolog has been used successfully to realize the 

knowledge representations of production system, semantic 

nets and frameCLee, 1986]. It has a capability to deal with 

symbolic programming. In our system, a template of a tree

like structure was built for the model (entity structure). 

Using the LAN as an example, we obtain the following 

expressions: 

DOMAINS 
TYPE=STRING /* indicate entity, aspect or spec. */ 
ESP = esp(STRING,TYPE,ESPLIST) 
ESPLIST = ESP* 

PREDICATES 
show esp(STRING) 
/* SPRING indicate the selected objective*/ 
espmenuCESP,STRING) 
/* main module to draw entity structure*/ 

CLAUSES 
show_esp(C) 

espmenu(esp("LAN","e", 
[esp("functional partition","a", 

[esp("I/0 device" ,"e" ,[]), 
esp("processing units", "e",[3), 
espC'transmission medium" ,"e", 

[esp("medium type spec","s", 
[espC'coaxial cable", "e",[]), 
esp("optical fiber","e",[]), 
esp("twisted pair" ,"e",[])])]), 
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esp("operating system","e", 
[esp("individual OS" ,"s",[])])]), 

esp("topology spec","s", 
[esp("bus","e",[]), 
espO'ring" ,"e" ,[ ]) f 
esp("star","e",[])]), 

espC'medium access control" ,"a", 
[esp("access protocol","e", 

[espC'access spec","s", 
[esp("CSMA/CD","e",[]), 
esp("token ring" ,"e",[]), 
esp("token bus","e",[])])])])]), 

C). 

Theoretically, any size of entity structure could be 

fitted to this template. Since the template is expressed 

in Prolog type clauses, the structure is difficult to 

manipulate. This difficulty may be overcome by transforming 

the clauses into a dynamic data base of the Prolog 

environment. 

7.3.2 Inference of Rules 

The inferencing mechanism is built on Prolog's 

clauses (rules). Each piece of knowledge is thereby 

represented by a Prolog 's fact. In Prolog's knowledge 

base, a backward-chaining rule is expressed: 

rule(rule_no, [statements of premises], [statements of 

conclusions]). 

Each statement in premise or conclusion stands for a "chunk 

of knowledge" and has the form: 

comp(object, relation, value, logic type, certainty). 
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It is not necessary to use all the attributes at each 

statement. For example, a premise's statement doesn't need 

a certainty factor among its attributes, in which case, a 

don't care symbol will replace the certainty factor. 

Meta-facts take the following form: 

meta(object, description for the object). 

The predicate of the rule stands for a backward-chaining 

rule. Similarly, the predicates of comp and meta stand for 

the components and meta-interpreter, respectively. Having 

shown Prolog's knowledge representation, the important 

parts of Prolog codes of the inferencing mechanism are now 

presented: 

search(RN, Object, Value) :- /* RN: Rule No. */ 
working_memory(Object, "=", Value),!. 

/* if the fact is existing, then do next clause */ 

search(RN, Object, Value) /* the above is not fired */ 
rule(RN, Premise_lists, [Head 1 Tail]), 
multi_conclu(Object, Value, Certain, [Head!Tail]), 
/* Assume Object exists in some statement of 

conclusions. */ 
Prove(Premise__lists) ,! , 
asserta(workingjnemory(Object, " = Value), 

/* if premise is satisfied, store the 
conclusion */ 

asserta(rule__no(RN)), 
/* store""the number of fired rule */ 

calculate(Certain). 

search(_, Object, Value) :-
inquire(Object, Value). 

/* the system can't find data in either working 
memory or knowledge base */. 

For a more detailed i information about the 

inferencing mechanism, the reader is referred to the 

Appendix. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS 

8.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis, an expert system shell for model 

synthesis has been implemented in Prolog. We use the system 

entity structure as the model concept and all the rules that 

are attached to it as a rule-based system. When the user 

consults with the system, the inference engine will take the 

rules and do the reasoning process. Finally the system will 

draw an appropriate model and then give recommendations to 

the user with respect to the original model. Our rules are 

the representation of constraints. The specific value for 

each constraint is taken from the user to perform a 

reasoning process. In this process, the specific value of 

each constraint will direct the searching path in the 

knowledge base. The above can be called a "constraint-

driven process". The major characteristic of this approach 

is to give the user a clear concept about what kind of model 

is generated by the system as well as the scope of the 

knowledge base. We believe that our method can provide the 

effect of "transparency". As mentioned before, this effect 

must be considered in designing both the interface and the 

explanation facility of an expert system. Although the 
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system is operational, the following work is still needed to 

make the system complete: 

1 . Incorporate numerical computations into the knowledge 

base; 

2. Make the inference engine accept numerical computations 

in the knowledge base; 

3. Find out the best formula for certainty computation; 

4. Improve the function of the explanation facilities. 

8.2 Prospects 

In the area of c o n s t r a i n t-s o 1 v i n g , a good 

constraint-driven process not only deals with "passive 

constraint processing" but with "active constraint 

processing"[Rehak,1984]. Our design methodology has covered 

most of Rehak's [1984] definitions about constraint 

processing. In the future, we will port our entity 

structure interface to a micro-based ESP-4. 

Although there currently are limits to micro-based 

expert systems, micro-based systems enjoy the advantages 

of being inexpensive, economic and portable. With the 

advances of VLSI technology, the capabilities of 

microcomputers will be enhanced greatly. Thus micro-based 

expert systems will become popular in many fields. It is 

hoped that the framework used in this research will enhance 

the effectiveness of future expert systems. 



APPENDIX A 

COMMERCIAL PROLOG ENVIRONMENT 

Source Version Machine 

E x p e r t  S y s t e m  
International 

Arity Cooperation 

BIM Cooperation 

Interface Computer GmbH 

P r o g r a m m i n g  L o g i c  
Systems Inc. 

GEC Computer Ltd. 

IBM 

P r o g r a m m i n g  L o g i c  
Systems Inc. 

Tektronix Inc. 

Systems Designers 

Prolog-2 

Arity/Prolog 

BIM Prolog 

IF-Prolog 

MacProlog 

Quintus Prolog 

VM/Prolog 

Micro Prolog 

MProlog 

Hewlett-Packard HP Prolog 

Texas Instruments Ltd. TI Prolog 

SD-Prolog 

Applied Logic Systems ALS Prolog 
Inc. 

Advanced AI System Inc. AAIS Prolog 

PC 

PC 

U N I X - b a s e  
workstation or 
VAX 

PC to Mainframe 

Apple Macintosh 

Minicomputer 

Motorola 

PC 

T e k 4 4 0 4 
Workstation 

HP Workstation 

E x p l o r e r  A I  
Workstation 

Macintosh 
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APPENDIX B 

ACADEMIC PROLOG RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTS 

Year 

1983 

1982 

1983 

1985 

Name 

ESP 

Description 

1985 

1985 

1985 

1986 

Concurrent 
Prolog 

Prolog/KR 

DLOG 

MLL 

Prolog-ELF 

CIL 

MOLOG 

Extended 
P r o l o g ,  

Self-containted 
Prolog + module 

s t r u c t u r e ,  g l o b a l  d a t a  
definitiontChikayama, 19833 -

a c h i e v e  o b j e c t - o r i e n t e d  
p r o g r a m m i n g  a n d  A  N  D  -
parallelism[Shapiro, et.al, 
1 9 8 2 ]  

Prolog + generator + mechanism 
to define hierarchies among 
objects[Nakashima and Suzuki, 
1983] 

e x t e n d  P r o l o g  w i t h  
sets.description, unary lambda 
a b s t r a c t s ,  a n d  s i m p l e  
integrity constraints[Goebel, 
1985] 

Multi-Layer Logic, a predicate 
logic including data structure 
as knowledge representation 
language[Ohsuga et. al.,1985] 

Prolog + Fuzzy logic[Ishizuka 
and Konai, 1985] 

P r o l o g  +  c o m p l e x  
indeterminates, frame-like 
structure 

an extension of Prolog using 
modal logic frame[Cerro, 1986] 
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APPENDIX C 

PROLOG MACHINES 

Year Name Description 

1983 PSI Personal Sequential Inference Machine, 
support by KLO (Fifth Generation Kernel 
Language verson 0). speed: 20 KLIPS 
(Logic Inference Per Second)[Uchida, 
19833 

1986 PEK Prolog Engine of Kobe University, high 
speed execution of Prolog program 
c o n t r o l l e d  b y  h o r i z o n t a  1 - t y p e  
m i c r o i n s t r u c t i o n  b i t  s l i c e  
microprocessor, speed: 60-70 
KLIPSCKanada, 1986]. 

1986 Multi-PSI comprising several PSI connected by a 
System high speed network in a mesh[Fuchi, 

1986]. 

1986 PIM Parallel Inference Machine (developing) 
The connection of around ten clusters, 
each of which is a combination of about 
ten processing elements (PE). Each PE 
is supposed to be a sequential machine 
dedicated to execution of GHC (Guarded 
Horn Clauses) programCFuchi, 1986]. 
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APPENDIX D 

LIST OF PROGRAM 

/*********************************************************/ 

/* Author: Y. M. Huang */ 
/* Inference Engine */ 
/* Version 2.0 Sept. 3, 1987 •/ 
/* Note: 1. Explaination is similar with Microexpert */ 
/* 2. Users* interface is better than it */ 
/* 3. certainty factor, multiple value */ 
/* even "or" in condition's part are permissible */ 
/*********************************************************/ 

domains 
/* tuple = rel(object, relation, value, certainty,logic)*/ 

tuple = rel(string, string, string, real, string) 
tuplel = tuple* 
ROW, COL, LEN, ATTR = INTEGER 

STRINGLIST = STRING* 
INTEGERLIST = INTEGER* 

strlist=string* 
KEY = cr; esc; break; tab; btab; del; bdel; ctrlbdel; ins; 

end ; home ; fkey(INTEGER) ; up ; down ; left ; right ; 

ctrlleft; ctrlright; ctrlend; ctrlhome; pgup; pgdn; 
ctrlpgup; ctrlpgdn; char(CHAR) ; otherspec 
file=myfile 

database 
/* store found facts */ 

working__memory(string, symbol, string) 
found_pname(string) 
certainty(real) 
goodinput(STRINGLIST) 
rule jio(integer) 
treei7indow( ROW, COL) 
treechoice(STRING) 

predicates 
/* questions user */ 

questions(string, string, string) 
/* rule(no, conditions, actions) */ 

rule(integer, tuplel, tuplel) 
/* prove condition is true */ 
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prove(tuplel) 
/* search(rulejio, object, value) */ 

search(integer,string,string) 
/* ask user to give a answer */ 

ask(string, string) 
askx(string, string) 

/* modify tuple to concise form */ 
concise(tuple, string, string, real, string) 
run1 
run 
clean_wm 

/* result(goal) */ 
result(string) 

/* caculation for certainty factor */ 
findcf(real) 
calculate(real) 

/* multiple value search */ 
findaction(string, string, real, tuplel) 
findrest(tuplel, real, real) 

/* head and tail of a list */ 
car(tuple, tuplel) 
cdr(tuplel, tuplel) 

/* manage "or" conditions */ 
or_test(string, string, tuplel,string) 
search__and (tuplel, tuplel) 
find and(string,tuplel,tuplel) 

/* legaTgoaKgoal) */ 
/* check user answer */ 

checkuseranswer(string, string) 
explainwhat 

/* explainwhy(object, "why") */ 
explainwhy(string, string) 

/* legalpname(object, value, list) */ 
explainpname(string) 

/* findpname(object, list) */ 
findpname(string,tuplel) 
printfact 

/* findwhy(object, rule) */ 
findwhy(string, tuplel) 

/* determine(object, value, list) */ 
/* findpnamex(object, list) */ 

findpnamex(string, tuplel) 
findwhyxCinteger,string,tuplel) 

/* find_rule(rule no) */ 
f in d~rule( integer) 

/* write_rule(list, list) */ 
write~rule(tuplel,tuplel) 
write~head(tuplel) 
writentail(tuplel) 
retractpname 
write __headt( tuplel) 
write"~tailt( tuplel) 
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retractpname 
writejheadt(tuplel) 
write~tailt(tuplel) 

outpname 
append(STRINGLIST,STRINGLIST, STRINGLIST) 
satisfy(string) 
reply(string) 
check(string) 
information 
inform(string) 

/* check quit */ 
last 
lastl(string) 
synthesis(string) 
seejnodel(string,integer) 
write jno 

/* rule-base */ 

include "rule.kb" 
include "editor.pro" 
include "lantree" 
/******** to start backward chaining *********/ 

clauses 
run 

makewindow(7,7,7,,0,0,25,80),cursor(10,25), 
write( "Welcome to Huang__II Shell ") ,nl,cursor (12,30), 

write(" Version 1.0 Copyright 1986 
" ) ,nl ,nl,nl, 

write(" press space bar to start this system"), 

readchar(_), 
makewindow(1,7,7,""»0,0,25,80), 
makewindow(4,7i7,"Expert System for Model 

Synthesis",1,0,24,80), 
cursor(21,2), 
writeC* Please use KEY: upper & down arrow to 

choose your answer *"), 
makewindow(2,7,7,,,Question" ,3»5,M,70), 
makewindow(11,7,7 »"Conclusion",9»5,13»70), 
makewindow(3,7 »7 /'Explanation",9,5,13»70), 
run1. 

run1 
clean_wm, 
shiftwindow(2),cursor(1,1), 
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writeC"Choose your action from following menu"), 

menudC10,25,["Start Synthesis Process","View 
Knowledge Base", 
"View Constraint Base", 
"Information About Shell","QUIT"],X), 
clearwindow, 
makewindow(5,7,7,X,3,5,4,70), 
check(X),!, 
shiftwindow(5),removewindow. 

run1 
makewindow(9,7,7,"Sorry",9,5,13,70),cursor(2,10), 
writeC" From your answer of those questions, 
we,"),nl, 
writeC" can't draw appropriate answer for you. 
" ) ,nl ,nl ,nl, 
writeC' On second round, you will find : 

"),nl, 
writeO'Your intelligence + Excellent system = 
Answer"), 
makewindowC10,7,7,"Don't disappoint",3,5,4,70), 
cursor(1,1), 
write(">> Would you please try it again ? 
(y/n)"),nl, 
menud(3, 65, [yes,no],Ans), 
shiftwindowC9),removewindow, 
shiftwindow(10),removewindow, 
satisfyCAns). 

check(X) 
X = "QUIT",!, 
last. 

ch6ck(X) *« 
X = "Information About Shell", 
information,!, 
run1. 

check(X) 
X = "View Knowledge Base",!, 
showC'Entity Structure Knowledge 

Base","VLAN.70"), 
run 1. 

check(X) 



X s "View Constraint Base",!, 
show("Rule Base For Constraints","LANRULE") 
run1. 

check(X) 
sh(right,Y), 
synthesis(Y). 

synthesis(X) 
result(X), !, 
nl, 
shiftwindow(2), cursor(1,1), 
write(">> Another consultation? "), 
menud(3, 65, Eyes, no],Ans), 
clearwindow,shiftwindowC11),clearwindow, 
satisfy(Ans). 

satisfy(Ans) 
shiftwindow(1), 
Ans = "yes", 
run 1,!. 

satisfy(Ans) 
shiftwindow(2),cursor(1,1), 
write(">> Please give your judgement on thi 
system"), 
menud(3,65,[excellent, good, fair, poor],X) 
reply(X). 

reply(X) 
X — "excellent" 
makewindow(9»7,7»"THANK YOU",9,5,13,70), 
cursor(3,20), 
writeC'Thank for your appreciation !"), 
cursor(4,20), 
write(" good bye ! "), 
cursor(10,15), 
write("** Press any key to exit **"), 
readchar(__), 
exit,!. ~ 

reply(X) 
makewindow(9,7,7,"THANK YOU",9,5,13,70), 
cursor(3,20), 
writeC'I'll appreciate your valuable 
suggestions."),nl,cursor(4,20), 
write(" Please contact author. 
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cursor(10,15), 
writeO'** Press any key to exit **"), 
readchar(_), 
exit,! . "~ 

/«****«* fin<j conditions which can satisfy goal ******/ 
/* -*/ 
/* PROCESS 1:Manage condition part of rules */ 
/* manage mutiple__actions */ 
/* manage certainty factor */ 
/* predicate: result, search, prove, ask, secondvalue*/ 
/* findcf */ 
/* */ 

result(X) 
frontchar(X, 'q', _),!, 
last. ~ 

result(X) 
search(RN,X,Y) , 
nl, 
rule(RN,[Hi T]) , 
shiftwindow(11), 
cursor(1,1), 
write("Fired Rules' Number : "), 
writejio, 
nl, 
findcf(Cf), 
concise(H, , ,CH, ), 
findrest( [ff|T],Cf7CH),!, 
shiftwindow(2),cursor(1,1), 
writeC'Do you want to see entity structure of 

this model ?"), 
menud(3»70,[yes,no],Ans),clearwindow, 
see__model( Ans ,RN). 

writejio:-
retract(rule no(N)), 
write("<",N,">"),fail. 

write no. 

findcf(Cf) 
certaintyCCf),! 
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findrest([HIT], Cf, CH) 
conciseCH, XR, YR, CR, ), 
C2 = Cf * CR / CH, 
writeC" XR," is ", YR), 
writeC"C", C2, ")"),nl, 
findrestCT, Cf, CH). 

findrest([], ,Ch) !. 

seejnodelCAns,RN) 
~ Ans = "yes", 

model(RN). 
see_model(_,_):-!• 

/****"~clean the working memory and legal value *******/ 

clean__wm 
"retractC working jnemory C __)),fail. 

clean__wm 
""retractC found__pname( _)), fail. 

clean__wm 
"retractCcertaintyC__)) f fail. 

clean__wm 
"" retractCrulejioC_)), fail. 

clean wm. 

/*»*»#»*» search the value Y of the object X ********/ 

search(RN,X, Y) 
workingjnemoryCX, is, Y), !. 

searchCRN,X, Y) 
ruleCRN, List, [HIT]), 
findactionCX, Y, C, [HIT]), 
proveCList), !, 
assertaCworking memoryCX, is, Y)), 
assertzCrulejiofRN)), 
calculateC C)7 

searchC_,X, Z) 
askCX,Z). 
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findactionCX, Y, C, CH! ]) 
concise(H, X, Y, C7 _)>!. 

findaction(X, Y, C, C__IT]) 
findactionCX, Y,""C, T). 

/«**»»*** prove that a list of tuples is true *******/ 

proveC[]) !. 

prove([H|T]) 
concise (H, X, Y,__, Logic), 
searchC ,X, Z) , "~ 
or__testrz , Y, T,Logic). 

or test(Z,_,T, ):-
Z = "UNKNOW", 
prove(T),!. 

or_test(Z,Y,T,Logic)s-
~ Logic="r", 

Z=Y,!, 
search__and(T,Tand), 
prove(Tand),! . 

or__test(Z,Y,T,Logic) 
"" Logic= "r", 

car(Ht,T), 
concise(Ht, , , ,Lo), 
Lo="r", 
prove(T),!. 

or test(Z,Y,T,Logic) 
~ Logic="d", 

Z=Y, 
proveCT),!. 

o r _ t e s t : - !  , f a i l .  

search__and( [ ] ,Tand) s-
Tandf=C ],!. 

search and(T,Tand) 
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car(Ht,T), 
concise(Ht_,Lo), 
f ind__and(Lo7T7Tand). 

find_and(Lo,T,Tand) 
Lo= "d", 
Tand = T,!. 

find and(Lo,TfTand) 
cdr(T1,T), 
search and(T1,Tand). 

calculate(C) 
not(certainty( __)) , 
asserta(certainty(C)),! . 

calculate(C) 
retract(certainty(Cf)),!, 
Temp = C * Cf, 
asserta(certainty(Temp)). 

/****** ask user for information about a object *******/ 

ask(X, Z) 
askx(X, __), 
working raemory(X, is, Z),!. 

askx(X, Y) 
questions(X, Prompt, _), 
ni, ~ 
shiftwindow(5), cursor(1,1), 
write(">> "), write(Prompt), 

asserta(goodinput (["UNKNOW", what, why, 
mainjnenu, quit])), 

"" explainpname(X) , 
goodinput(SL),!, 
menud(10,30,SL,Y), 
shiftwindow(5),clearwindow, 
checkuseranswer(X, Y),! , 
outpname. 

outpname 
retract(goodinput( __)), fail. 

outpname. 
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/***««* to check what is user's reply ********/ 
checkuseranswer( , Y) 

frontchar(7, 'q' ,__),! , 
last. "" 

checkuseranswer(X, Y) 
Y = "what", 
explainwhat, 
askx (X, __),! . 

checkuseranswer(X, Y) 
Y s "why", 
explainwhyCX, Y), 
askx(X, ),!. 

/ *  :  * /  
/ *  * /  
/* PROCESS V : change goal under consultation */ 
/* predicate : run1 */ 
/* */ 

checkuseranswer(X, Y) 
Y = "main__menu", 
shiftwindow(5),removewindow, 
run1,!. 

checkuseranswer(X, Y) 
asserta(working memory(X, is, Y)). 

last 
beep, 
shiftwindow(2),cursor( 1,1), 
write(">> Are you sure to skip this system ? 11), 

menud(3,65, [yes,no],X), 
last 1(X). 

lastKX) 
X = "yes", 
exit. 

lastKX) 
shiftwindowC1),removewindow, 
shiftwindow(M),removewindow, 
shiftwindow(3),removewindow, 
shiftwindow(2),removewindow, 
run. 
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/*«*«**« change rule into concise form *******/ 

concise(rel(X, is, Y,C, L) , X, Y,C,L). 
car(H, [Hi ]). /* same function with CAR CDR in 

Lisp */ "~ 
cdr(T, [ IT]) !. 
cdr ( [ ] ,  r i ) .  

/****** find legal value for a questions ******/ 
/* */ 

/* */ 
/* PROCESS 2 : finding legalvalue */ 
/* predicate : findpnarae, findpnamex */ 
/* */ 

findpname(X, [HIT]) 
rule([HIT], J , 
findpnamex(X, [H|T]),fail. 

f indpnameC [ 3 ). 

findpnamex(X, [Hi ]) 
concise(ff, XI, Y, , ), 
X =X1, 
found pname(Z), 
Y = Z~\ . 

findpnamexCX, []) 

findpnamexCX, [HIT]) 
conciseCH, X1, Y,_, ), 
X = X1, 
goodinput(Found), 
append([Y], Found, Result), 
asserta(goodinput(Result)), 
findpnamex(X,T), 
asserta(found__pname( Y)),! . 

findpnamex(X, [ iT3) 
findpname(X, T); 
findpnamex(X,T). 

appendC[],L2,L2). 

append([XiL1],L2,[XiL33) 
append(L1, L2, L3). 
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/«**«* search the infercing rules ««****/ 
/* */ 
/* PROCESS IV */ 
/* predicate : findwhy */ 
/* */ 

findwhy(X, [HIT]) 
rule(Ruleno, [H|T], ), 
findwhyx(Ruleno, X, rH|T]),fail. 

findwhy(_, []). 

findwhyx(Ruleno, X, [H!_]) 
shiftwindowC3), cursor(1,0), 
concise(H, X1, , , ), 
X = X1, 
write( "RULE__" , Ruleno) ,nl, 
write(11 If" )7°1» 
find__rule(Ruleno),! . 

findwhyx(Ruleno, X, [ i T3) 
findwhy(X, T);"" 
findwhyx(Ruleno, X, T). 

/**************** EXPLAINATION ******************/ 

/****** what is the legal value for a question *****/ 

explainpname(X) 
shiftwindow(3)» cursor(2,1), 
asserta(found pnarae("$$$$$")), 
f indpname(X,__T, 
retractpname7 
clearwindow. 

/*** retract found legal value from working memory ***/ 

retractpname 
retract(found pname( )), 
fail,!. 

retractpname. 

/«*««*«« what facts were replied by user 
/* 

/ *  

/ 
--*/  

*/  
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/* PROCESS III : answer what */ 
/* predicate : explainwhat, printfact */ 
/* */ 

explainwhat 
shiftwindowC3)» cursor(2,1), 
write(" The following facts were determined 
: " ), n 1,!, 
not(printfact),cursor(10,2), 
write("Please press the space bar to 

return"), 
readchar( __) , 
clearwindow. 

/** which rules were currently to be inferenced **/ 

explainwhy(X,_) 
shiftwindowC5),cursor(1,1), 
write(" * Please press any KEY to see 

more rules *"), 
shiftwindowC3), cursor(1,12), 
writeC "Huang__II is trying to determine 

") ,cursor(3»1 2 ) ,  
writeC'the following trigged rules 

which"),cursor(5,12), 
write("one can be fired in this goal 

:"),cursor(8,25), 
writeC"(please press any key to see rule)"), 

readchar(_), 
clearwindow,!, 
findwhy(X, ), 
cursor(10,27, 
writeC'No more rule, please press the space 
bar to return"), 
readchar (__), 
clearwindow,shiftwindow( 5),clearwindow. 

/«**** print out facts in working memory «****/ 

printfact 
working memory(X, is, Y1), 
write( ",X, " is ", Y1),nl, 
fail. 

/***** find rules for user's question ******/ 

find rule(Ruleno) 
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ruleCRuleno, [HIT], [AH|AT]), 
write__rule( [HIT], [ AH! AT]), 
readchar(__), 
clearwindow. 

write_rule([HiT], [AHSAT]) 
write head([HST]), 
writeF"Then") ,nl, 
write tail([AH|AT]). 

write__head( [Hi T]) 
"" concise(H, X, Y,_, ), 

write(" ", X, » is », Y),nl, 
write_headt(T). 

write_headt([]) !. 

write__headt( [Hi T]) 
concise(H, X, Y, ,Logic), 
Logic = "d", 
write(" ","and ",X, " is «, Y),nl, 
write_headt(T),! . 

write Jieadt([HiT]) 
"" concise(H, X, Y,__, Logic), 

Logic = "r", "" 
write(" », "or ",X, " is », Y),nl, 
write headt(T). 

write_tail( [HiT]) 
concise(H, AX, AY, Cf, ), 
write(" ",AX, " is"", AY, "(", Cf, 

")"), n 1, 
write__tailt(T). 

write tailt([]) !. 
write~tailt( [HST]) 

concise(H, AX, AY, Cf, ), 
write(" ","and ",AX7 " is ", AY, "(", Cf, 
")"),nl, 
write tailt(T). 

/ *  
/* 
/* PROCESS VI : help menu 

* /  
*/  
* /  
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/* information about this shell */ 
/* »/ 

information 
raakewindow(9 >7,7Information About 
Huang_II",9,5,13,70), 
shiftwindowC5), cursor(1,1), 
write(">> Please select following item and press 

any KEY to continue. "), 
menud (10,30, [general ,rule ̂syntax, cert a in t y__f actor , 

inference tech, "~ 
knowledge__rep ,Tegal values, explaination, 

main__manu] ,L), 
"" shiftwindow(9) ,cursor(2,1) , 

inform(L),shiftwindowC9),removewindow. 

inform(L) 
L = "mainjnanu", 
shiftwindow(5),removewindow, 
run 1,!. 

inform(L) 
L = "general", 
write(" This is a rule base shell, user can 

built his own expert system"!, 
writeC'by this system using M.1-like rule syntax. 

Basically, user need to"),nl, 
writeC"follow built-in prolog_like rule in order 

to replace knowledge base"),nl,"" 
readchar(__),clearwindow,cursor(2,1), 
writeC"In"~this aspect, we're also developing 

/translator/ to offer user"), 
write("more friendly interface, it was inplemented 
in author's 1'st system"),nl, 
writeC'named Huang_I, a Microexpert-like tool. To 
give users the fastest"),nl, 
writeC'consultation with this shell, we use shift 
KEY as a input and hope"),nl, 
writeC'you will like it. However, we believe there 
are still some deflects"),nl, 
writeC'in this system. The author is willing to 

give anyone who ask him a"),nl, 
write("copy of this shell and expecting your 
comments."),nl, 
readchar(__) ,shiftwindow(9),clearwindow, 

information. 
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inform(L) 
L = "rule__syntax", 
writeC "~M.1 syntax rules are acceptable, but we 
don't need user to offer"), 
writeC"legalvalues, this system will do it from 

your rules, The syntax of"),nl, 
writeC'rules are following 

(cf1) 

(cf 2) 

writeC 
' ̂  ' w 

and/or" ) »nl, 
writeC" 
and/or" ) .nl, 
writeC" 

" )  ,nl, 
writeC 

" )  ,nl, 
writeC" 

" )  ,nl, 
writeC" 

writeC" 

writeC" 

If conditional = value_1 

condition 2 = value 2 

Then 

" )»n 1, 

"),nl, 

actional = value_1 

actional = value_2 

action 1 = value 3 
(cf3) "), 

readcharC __) ,clearwindow,information. 

inform(L) 
L = "certainty_factor11, 
writeC" The certainty factor is a number 

between 0.0 and 1.0"),nl, 
writeC 0.0 0.5 

1.0" ), n 1, 
w r i t e ( " 

- >  

agre 
")»n 1, 
writeC' strong disagree 
strong"), 
write("disagree 

agree"), 
readchar(__) ,clearwindow,information. 

inform(L) 
L = "inference^tech", 
writeC Backward chaining was applied in this 

system. When system got a "), 
writeC'goal, sustem try to satisfy it so that will 
ask user some questions "), 
writeC'to prove goal is true. Meanwhile, 

certainty factor will times one "), 
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writeC'and the other rule by rule. A depth-first 
decision tree is the best"), 
writeC"explaination for the choosing of rule to be 
fired "), 
readchar(_),clearwindow,cursor(1,1), 
writeC" goal 

writeC rule i / \\ rule_j 
" ) >n 1» 

writeC rule k /+\\ m n / \\p 
" )»n 1, 

writeC / \\ / \\ /+\\ 
/+\\ 11),n 1, 

writeC /+\\ / \\ / \\ /+\\ / \\ / 
\\ / \ \ ") ,nl ,nl, 
writeC And/Or rule search tree 

" ) ,  
readchar(_), clearwindow,information. 

inform(L) :-
L = "knowledge^rep", 
writeC Besides 0__A_V three tuples, certainty 

factor and logic~"of 0__A_V" ), 
writeC'were added into it In"order to get fast 

inference ; "),nl,nl, 
writeC (object, attribute, value, cf, 

logic) "), 
readchar(__), clearwindow,information. 

inform(L) 
L = "legalvalues", 
writeC The values which have same object 

were connected and form a"), 
writeC'object-multivalues data structure, this 

structure can be expanded"),nl, 
writeC'into semantic network correspond to the 

increase of rule's complex-"),nl, 
writeCsity. Those values are just what you saw 

on the screen "), 
readchar(_), clearwindow, information. 

inform(L) :-
L = "explaination", 
writeC So far, the system offer two 

tplaination to user: "), 
writeC 

" )»n 1, 
writeC what : some facts which are 

determined by user directly or"),nl, 
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writeC indirectly 
">,nl, 

writeC why : tell user why system ask 
this question by showing "),nl, 

writeC" some trigged rules 

readchar(__) ,clearwindow, information. 

goal 
run. 
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